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I shall sing of the god who rules mysteriously over nature, the god 
who permeates the sky, the land, and the sea and who governs the 
whole immense structure with a unifying bond. I shall sing how the life 
of the whole universe is based on mutual sympathy and how it moves 
by the force of reason because a single spirit inhabits all its parts and 
radiates through the 
whole world, spreading itself through everything and giving it the 
shape of a 
living creature. 

Manilius, Astronomica1  
 
 

The universe resembles more closely than anything else that Living 
Thing of which all other living things are parts, both individually and by 
kinds. For that living thing that comprehends within itself all intelligible 
living things…a single visible thing, which contains within itself all the 
living things whose nature it is to share its kind. 

Plato, Timaeus2 
 

I am Heaven, you cannot touch me, 
I am Earth, you cannot bewitch me… 
Enlil is my head, my face is the day; 
Urash, the peerless god, is the protecting spirit leading my way. 
My neck is the necklace of the goddess Ninlil, 
My two arms are the sickle of the western moon, 
My fingers tamarisk, the bones of heaven. 
     Maqlu Text3 
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The Medieval Chain of Being: Didacus Valades Rhetorica Christiana (l579): 4 
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Introduction 

The Chain of Being postulates that all creation from inanimate matter to 
sophisticated life-forms and the celestial realms is an unbroken metaphysical 
sequence. In Stoicism, Platonism and medieval thought divine emanation 
pervades the chain: in modern astrology, planetary influence. The idea is 
described by Lovejoy as one of ‘the most potent and persistent 
presuppositions in Western thought’.5 Lovejoy, a hellenophile,6 commences 
his history in ancient Greece and Lloyd too opines that cosmological theories 
of an ordered, physically manifesting whole originated in Greek philosophy.7  

 
But is this so? In the Timaeus Critias chides his listeners for lacking ‘learning 
made hoary by time’ and being ‘devoid of beliefs handed down from antiquity 
by ancient tradition’, implying that Plato had knowledge of such a tradition.8 
Parpola postulates that the soul of western culture is Mesopotamian9 and 
Baigent that the ‘concept of sympathetic magic … [derives] ultimately from 
ancient Babylonia’,10 while Black and Green opine that Mesopotamian 
religious philosophy, literature and art is ‘the direct ancestor of the Western 
world’.11 The apparent novelty of an idea can be due to new arrangements of 
old elements12 and Jacobsen says that older constituents of culture were 
constantly reinterpreted and reincorporated in Mesopotamia, content not 
necessarily correlating with the age of artefacts.13 

 
It can be suggested that the Chain of Being is a remnant of the Babylonian 
view that the gods were immanent within creation, the basis for astrological 
sympathy. The idea is present in modified form in literature, art and 
divinatory practices.14 Jacobsen identified three religious metaphors through 
which gods were viewed and represented in cosmology and mythology. The 
first is a ‘spiritual core’ in which the power of a god dwelled in objects and 
phenomena, the second kingship, and the third parental concern.15 In the 
first and most enduring metaphor, gods are represented in non-human 
forms, objects and phenomena, but later become anthropomorphized. This 
essay will, therefore, explore the antecedents of the Chain of Being and its 
links to astrological sympathy and correspondence through concepts of 
kingship and Babylonian star lore in which complex interrelationships led to 
magical, divinatory and mythological associations with the Gods of the 
Night.16  
 
Sympathy and correspondence  
 
In astrological thought, ancient and modern, the Chain of Being is reflected 
in sympathy and correspondence. Sympathy has two meanings: 

 
[Firstly] that force, subtle influence, or spiritual empathy, which links 
all things in union within the Chain of Being. [Secondly] individual 
relationships between creation and things; all sublunary things are 
visualized as being either ‘in sympathy’ or ‘in antipathy’, depending 
upon the elemental, planetary and zodiacal forces involved’.17  
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In popular astrological literature, the two uses blur and rulership and 
correspondence are often conflated.18 The doctrine of correspondence 
expresses belief that heavenly, or astral, influence, in whatever shape or 
form a culture prescribes it, is acting in, and can be perceived through, forms 
and experiences in the physical world.19 In modern astrology, 
correspondence indicates ‘particular relationships and congenialities… every 
material form bear[ing] an outer stamp of the planetary or zodiacal principle 
which underlies …quintessential nature represented within the form’.20 In 
astrological symbolism ‘planets, signs and houses are said to ‘rule’ over 
everything on earth and every facet of our lives’.21 These astrological 
concepts are intertwined yet have subtle differences, and potentially a 
common origin.  

 
The connection of lapis lazuli with Inanna (Venus), for instance, is ancient 
and enduring. It still corresponds with Taurus and Libra, ruled by Venus.22 In 
the Descent of Inanna the goddess dons her lapis accoutrements before 
abandoning heaven and earth to descend to the underworld.23 This tale may 
reflect the disappearance of Venus from the evening sky and her 
reappearance in the morning, containing a powerful death and rebirth motif. 
In the cultic Uruk Text, her suitor Dumuzi24 takes dates to the ‘gem-revealing 
heap’ where he proceeds to gather together Inanna’s queenly treasure: 

 
On the surface of the heap he is gathering lapis lazuli for Inanna. 
He is finding the “buttock beads,”  
Is putting them on her buttocks! 
Inanna is finding the “head beads.” 
Is putting them on her head! 
She is finding the roughcut clear blocks of lapis lazuli, 
Is putting them around her neck!25 
 

In her pre-anthropomorphic form, Inanna was ‘numen of the communal 
storehouse’ and Dumuzi, a fertility god, personified power of the date-cluster 
that sprouts anew each year.26 Lapis lazuli ornamentation replaced dates that 
decked the storehouse, and carried the symbol of rebirth and renewal. It still 
represents Venus, divinity and union of earth with the celestial realms.27 The 
Uruk ritual was enacted by the king who took on the identity of the fertility 
god in a sacred marriage with the goddess, personified by the queen or 
priestess, and ‘this ability of humans to incarnate gods and powers is 
momentous’.28 
  
When all things are powered by sympathy, order is imposed on underlying 
matter. If everything resonates in a chain of cosmic sympathy or antipathy, 
then each event in the universe affects every part and, once the pattern is 
recognised there is a tangible moment in which heaven and earth are linked 
and future events can be predicted:29 the basis of astrological practice and 
the theurgy of astral magic. 
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Babylonian creation: the gods and man 

Mesopotamian creation literature is complex and multitudinous. Everything is 
animated by the gods and the cosmos is run by a plethora of cooperating 
entities. In one version, undifferentiated unity is replaced by a binary system 
of opposites in which ‘Assur [the totality of God30] emanated Heaven (Anu) 
as his primary manifestation, to mirror his existence to the world’,31 which 
could be interpreted as the manifestation of the Chain of Being. 

In another creation epic, a mythopoeic chain when gods were young and 
their parents, earth and water, battled and world order had not been 
established: ‘Eye disease did not say: “I eye disease”, Headache did not say: 
“I headache”, The old woman did not say: “I old woman”’.32 In other words, 
self-consciousness had not begun. When world order was established, trees, 
stones, stars and abstract concepts were all imbued with life and had 
‘animated existence’. ‘Objects and phenomena… become personified in 
varying degrees. They are somehow alive, they have wills of their own, each 
is a definite personality’ and yet shares qualities with every other 
manifestation of itself. So, a flint always has generic flint personality and a 
storm is the essence of the storm-god.33 Having a common personal power 
centre, they could  ‘infuse’ into different selves and man, partaking in a 
reciprocal relationship, could identify with them and the gods, sharing their 
nature and attributes, just as one god could partake of another.34 Although a 
plurality rather than a singular divine source; Parpola, however, suggests 
that behind the plethora of gods one god was supreme;35 the gods were 
immanent in everything, which provides a basis for sympathy to pervade the 
cosmos as all was part of the whole.  

 
Baigent states that ‘the Mesopotamian … viewed mankind as being, in part, 
divine, born of the very substance of the gods; created of their divine flesh 
and blood’,36 but Frankfort took the opposite view, saying that, unlike Egypt, 
even the king was not divine, being deified only on occasion.37 
Notwithstanding, according to Baigent and Jacobsen the divine is immanent 
within nature with the power of the gods residing in an object without the 
omnipotence of the gods being denigrated or the object becoming the god.38 
So it can be conjectured that, as Livingstone puts it: ‘everything was part of 
the divine’.39 Daily rituals were performed before statues as though the gods 
were present.40 In the same way, planets and stars, seen as cosmic 
messengers, had the power of the gods within them without becoming gods. 
According to Bottero, somewhere between the first and second millenniums 
each god was given a star or a constellation as his symbol and image: 
         
       [Marduk] made the position(s) for the great gods, 
        He established (in) constellations the stars, their likenesses. 
 Epic of Creation41  
 
In early Mesopotamian creation, primeval chaos consisted of salt and sweet 
water, Tiamat and Apsu, out of which arose a hierarchy of gods with Anu and 
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Enlil, the storm wind, at their head. Enlil’s shrine at Nippur had a sacred 
place known as ‘the bond of heaven and earth’ where Enlil had pierced the 
crust of the earth with his axe so that mankind could ‘break through’ and 
populate the land: 

 
[Enlil] drove his pickax [sic] into the …(?) 
In the hole (which he thus made) was the vanguard of mankind. 
(And) while (the people of) his land were breaking up through the 
ground (like plants) toward Enlil 
He eyed his black-headed ones in steadfast fashion.42  
 

In that early creation, mankind was not divine although brought into being 
by a god. However, in the Epic of Creation,43 heaven and earth were created 
when Tiamat, primordial universal mother goddess, was felled by the new 
creator-god Marduk and split in two ‘like a fish for drying’. Half of her was set 
up as a heavenly cover, the other half forming earth and the ‘netherworld’ 
below, creating a huge hollow sphere. The two halves of this system were 
designated On High and Below.44 In Mesopotamian thought, ‘heaven’ and 
‘earth’ are of the same material, and the Sun-god traverses both realms:  

 
Every day you traverse the vast earth…  
In the lower regions you take charge of the netherworld gods... 
In the upper regions you administer all the inhabited world,  
Shepherd of the lower regions, herdsman of the upper regions,  
You Samas, are regulator of the light for all.45  
 

In another creation scenario there is a ‘cascading creation’ in which ‘above’ 
replicates itself into lower forms of matter: 

 
After Anu had created heaven, 
Heaven had created earth, 
Earth had created rivers, 
Rivers had created canals, 
Canals had created marsh, 
Marsh had created worm46 
 

This could be postulated as the Chain of Being descending, as could Marduk 
arranging the six spheroidal levels of creation. At the highest point ‘Upper 
Heaven’ was the abode of Anu, sky god and prime mover of creation; Marduk 
and celestial gods occupied an intermediary level, and ‘Inferior Heaven’ stars 
and constellations: images and reflections of the gods. Then came ‘Upper 
Earth’ where humans dwelt; ‘Intermediate Earth’, residence of Ea (Enki) god 
of magic and civilisation whose beast was the sea-goat, later symbol for 
Capricorn; and at the bottom, ‘Lower Earth’, headquarters of infernal gods, 
gathering place of human ‘ghosts’ after death.47  
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Despite, or perhaps because of, this plethora of gods, texts equate all gods 
with specific areas of one god’s body to syncretize their attributes into a 
single entity:  

 
Oh lord, your face is the sun god, your hair Aya, 
Your eyes, O lord, are Enlil and Ninlil. 
The pupils of your eyes are Gula and Belit-ifi, 
The irises of your eyes are the twins, Sin and Samas, 
The lashes of your eyes are the rays of the sun god…  
The appearance of your mouth, O lord, is Ishtar of the stars 
Anu and Antum are your lips, your command… 
Your tongue is Pabilsag of the above… 
The roof of your mouth, O lord, is the vault of heaven and earth, your 
divine abode, 
Your teeth are the seven gods who lay low the evil ones…. 
Your neck is Marduk, judge of heaven and earth… 

Hymn to Ninurta 48 
 

In the same way, a man could identify with a god or gods.49 So that in the 
Mesopotamian Chain of Being a part can incorporate or stand for the whole 
and sympathy pervades above and below without separation.50 

 
The Babylonian flood story, Atra-Hasis specifically states man was created 
partially from a god and partially from earth, in order to serve the gods:51 

 
Let one god be slaughtered 
So that all the gods may be cleansed in a dipping  
From his flesh and blood 
Let Nintu[r] mix clay, 
That god and man 
May be thoroughly mixed in the clay… 
Let there be a spirit from the god’s flesh.52 
 

Ea fashioned man from the blood of Kingu and resultant beings were birthed 
in the ‘house of destiny’, where they received their forms and fortunes.53 
Accordingly, man could be argued to be a downward emanation of the divine 
into creation, although for Frankfort there is ‘polarity between the sphere of 
man and the divine sphere’54 but, notwithstanding, the gods were immanent 
in nature.55  
  
From an early period ‘individual deities were associated, or at times totally 
identified, with a part of the universe’. These ‘parts’ could be vegetation, 
animals, meteorological phenomena, or aspects of social activities, and each 
city had a specific god. In a compendium of texts involving associations 
between gods and tangible objects ‘trees, plants, animals, substances or 
articles are equated with deities’ and,  later, with specific sub-sections of the 
zodiac (see illustration below).56 So all gods were linked to the portion of 
physical cosmos they caused to function and each had cosmic and terrestrial 
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duties, suggesting correspondence and sympathy in action.57 Samas was not 
only the power in the sun but also god of justice and boundaries. It was not 
specified exactly how this occurred nor the rationale behind placement of 
gods: half were located ‘On High’ and half ‘Below’, and some could climb up 
and others down, depicting immanence of the gods throughout creation.58 
The entire cosmos, above and below, was under the same law,59 and Baigent 
points out that mythology forever connects the celestial and terrestrial 
realms, highlighting astrology’s interdependence with this cosmic 
interweaving.60  
 

 
 
Zodiacal signs and associated trees, plants and stones (After Weidner 1967 Tafel 5 from 
Postgate) 
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The major Gods of Mesopotamia. Kudurru-stone (l300BCE) captioned: ‘the seated and horn-
crowned god Anu, king of heaven; the walking bird Enlil, lord of the lands; the ram’s head and 
goat-fish, the sanctuary of great Ea..;. sickle, water trough and wide boat of Sin; the radiant 
disc of the great judge Samas; the star-symbol of Istar, the fierce young bull of Adad son of 
Anu’.61 (after Black and Green p.16) 
 
 
Divine Kingship and the Cosmic Tree 
 
In early Mesopotamia there were no kings, but in the Enuma Elish kingship is 
awarded to Marduk as reward for resolving problems in heaven.62 He is Lord 
of heaven and earth, a position with considerable status and specific duties.63 
Later, kingship becomes a human activity powered by divine election.64 
Jacobsen views it as ‘mythopoeic adumbration’ explaining change in political 
power. He comments that the unifying principle of existence gives an 
impressive view of world order, grounding the cosmos in divine will under a 
single leader, 65 and it can be viewed as a foundation for correspondence to 
manifest. 
  
Mesopotamian political art used perennial religious imagery, incorporating 
many levels of meaning into artefacts and cosmological symbolism can 
underlie an outer façade .66 Representing the form in which experience 
became conscious, art was not allegory but a coalescence of symbol and 
signified, so that one thing stood for another.67 In the Victory Stela of 
Naram-Sin, first king to claim divinity, different levels are depicted with the 
solar deity below a higher damaged image.68 As Parpola says of another 
image: ‘it has syntax of its own’. The composition is dominated by centripetal 
balance and harmony.69 Powerful and invincible, the lofty figure of the King 
tramples his enemies underfoot as he marches up a mountain70 wearing the 
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horned crown of the gods71 Below his men, much smaller, exactly mirror his 
steps and all eyes focus upon him. The stela, whilst clearly showing the 
divine nature and importance of the new king, could be viewed as the Chain 
of Being in action. 72 
  
A tree stands below and between the king and his enemies.73 Black and 
Green comment that the sacred tree has provoked more controversy than 
any other Mesopotamian symbol but that its placement is always in relation 
to other elements of the design. Jacobsen identifies the numinous power of 
trees to grow and draw nourishment as arising from the immanent presence 
of the god Ningishzida, ‘Lord of the Good Tree’.74 Ningishzida, associated with 
the Hydra constellation, is an underworld deity, and therefore, appropriately 
placed below and to the side of the king, although Ningishzida is also 
encountered in literature as guardian of the gate of the Heaven of Anu, he is 
both ‘below’ and ‘above’.75 The god could be postulated to be supporting the 
king in a correspondence that reflects the ‘as above’ of the heavenly gods 
and the ‘as below’ of the underworld gods, and the image to be a precursor 
of later personifications of the tree in the person of the king as Parpola, as 
will be seen, views this tree somewhat differently to other Assyriologists, 
relating it to a heaven-and-earth-bridging-tree planted by Inanna in her role 
as mother goddess.76 Frankfort, writing over half a century ago, insists that 
Babylonian kings, with rare exceptions such as Naram-Sim, were not divine 
and deification of kings is an anomalous result of the complexity of 
Babylonian culture.77 Jacobsen opines that the cosmos was organised as a 
State in which the individual forces of the cosmos co-operated to run the 
universe, and divine kingship was part of political transition and consequent 
mythology.78 More recently, Parpola has stated that the Assyrian king 
exercised his rule through a state council composed of eight cabinet ministers 
who mirrored the function of the ‘Assembly of Great Gods’.79 Imagery of the 
Assyrian cosmic tree served to underline the divine origin of the king who 
upheld the cosmos as the gods’ representative and was composed of ‘both 
matter and divine essence’ expressed through metaphors, allegories and 
symbolic imagery.80 This is metaphysical reality,81 something Frankfort 
appears not to consider.  
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Stella of Victory of Naram-Sin. 

 
 

Parpola has postulated that the sacred tree epitomised on the palace walls of 
Ashurnasirpal II (993-859BCE) is an axis mundi  that represents a connection 
of the visible and invisible worlds, with complex ideology encoded behind the 
façade. It is a ‘figurative hypertext studded with links to the entire 
Mesopotamian intellectual culture’ and legitimises the king’s position as 
absolute ruler of the empire. 82 As the goddess Inanna, identified elsewhere 
in the palace as divine mother of the king, had planted the cosmic tree, the 
king was here claiming divine parentage and ‘in keeping with this idea of 
essential identity, or consubstantiality, the goddess too is identified with the 
date palm in Assyrian texts83 - and in earlier Sumerian epics. Adopting an 
autoethnographic perspective, Parpola says that ‘even an outsider can 
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instinctively feel the sense of majesty, holiness and supernatural power 
emanating from the relief’, supporting his interpretation with evidence from 
art historians and his own expertise.84 The sacred tree is also mentioned in 
Sumeria around 2000 BCE in connection with the king who is the ‘mes-tree’ 
(palm) reaching ‘by its roots the bottom of the underworld and by its top the 
heaven of Anu’.85 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Slab B-23 of the throne-room of Ashurnasirpal’s Palace (Parpola after Layard, p66) showing 
the cosmic tree with winged disk of Ashur hovering over, flanked by mirror images of the king 
and guardians. 

 
In Parpola’s opinion, the palace was a ‘sacred space built according to 
celestial patterns and protected against the material word by deities and 
apotropaic figures stationed at its gates and buried in its foundations’. A bull, 
lion, eagle and man symbolised the ‘four turning points’.86 This is the fixed 
Grand Cross of astrology, which can be said to be anchoring the Chain of 
Being, epitomised in the cosmic tree, into sacred space. 

 
Parpola also points to cylinder seals that show the motif of the king 
distributing the divine stream emanating from the winged disc above the 
tree: ‘If the tree basically symbolised the divine world order, then the king 
embodying the tree must have represented the realisation of this divine order 
in man, the “perfect man’.87 
 
Parpola suggests that, following collapse of the Assyrian empire, its ideology, 
including the concept of perfect man, was inherited by the Hellenistic empire, 
thus creating a foundation for the Chain of Being and neo-platonism.88 
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Cylinder seal impression: the king personifying the winged disc distributing the sacred stream. 
(after Parpola p.183) 
  
In earlier ritual texts the king is a god in the same way that statues and 
temples were imbued with divine essence. 89 The king is, for example, is 
identified with Ninurta: 
  

The king who stands in the chariot 
 He is the king, the warrior, the Lord Ninurta90 

 
Naram-Sin, founding a new political dynasty, took the title ‘King of the Four 
Quarters’, previously associated with Anu, Enlil and Samas. So styled, the 
King was ‘potentially the earthly ruler of Creation’, equivalent to a later 
Assyrian title ‘King of the Universe’. Both titles carry connotations of 
‘sanction, recognition, or even election, by the gods’ supporting kingship 
rooted in heaven 91. They also suggest a hierarchical Chain in which authority 
descends from heaven and attaches to the office rather than the person of 
the king, who then rules the rest of creation on the god’s behalf: 
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They (the gods) had not yet set up a king for the beclouded people… 
Scepter [sic], crown, headband and staff 
Were (still) placed before Anu in heaven… 
(then) kingship descended from heaven.92 
 

In this view, kingship is added to society by the gods. Mankind’s destiny is 
the result of divine degrees and the king is charged with ‘interpreting the will 
of the gods’,93 Black and Green opining that religion in Mesopotamia could 
have had no meaning without the possibility of divine intervention in human 
affairs.94 Notwithstanding, one text at least implies that destiny is a two-way 
process attaching to both heaven and earth: 
  

On a day when destinies were being determined in heaven and upon 
earth 
Lagash held her head high in pride of her great powers… 
To the house (temple) its owner (Ninirsu) called out, 
And (the temple) Eninnu began manifesting its powers in heaven and 
on earth.95 
 

The last line suggests correspondence in the sense of the Hermetic Emerald 
Tablet, which states: ‘What is below is as that which is above, and what is 
above is as that which is below, in order to perform the miracle of one 
thing’.96  
  
Postulating that the Jewish Kabbalistic Tree is an adaptation of the 
Mesopotamian model, but allowing for ‘cultural borrowing’, Parpola has 
placed the Mesopotamian gods whose functions correspond to spheres on the 
Sephirot (see Appendix II) He states this creates ‘a structure exactly 
corresponding to the three-graded generational hierarchy of the 
Mesopotamian divine world’.97 The crown of the tree is Anu, god of Heaven, 
and its base Nergal, god of the Underworld, with Inanna on the trunk 
connecting them. The branches form the Mesopotamian sexagesimal number 
system. Parpola claims this integrates the gods as attributes of one 
transcendent creator-god, Ashur, his manifest body being the tree.  
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Illustration: Reconstructed numerical sequence of the Assyrian sacred tree with gods (after 
Parpola p.183) 

 
If Parpola’s suppositions are correct, the sacred tree could be seen as a Chain 
of Being stretching from heaven to the underworld and Assyrian kingship can 
be said to be the link between the divine and man. It can be inferred, from 
thousands of clay tablets from ‘the examiners’ reporting to the king on 
omens, that need for interpretation of messages from the gods, and 
protecting the person of the king and keeping him ‘pure’, led to deductive 
omen divination and astrological prediction, Reiner suggesting that magic 
was specifically prescribed and openly practised for the benefit of ‘the king, 
his court and important individuals’.98  
 
Omens celestial and terrestrial 
 
Stating that modern concepts of ‘natural law’ did not exist, Frankfort says:  

 
The life of nature was the life of the gods… movements of the 
constellations and the planets, changes in the weather, the behaviour 
of animals- in short, all normal and recurring phenomena – involved 
divine activities and betokened divine intentions no less than 
extraordinary occurrences like eclipses, earthquakes or plagues.99 

 
In Mesopotamia, there was a powerful sense of cosmic orientation and focus 
on the visible sky was a natural consequence. As gods, stars and planets 
have the same names it can be difficult to know whether a god or a planet is 
being invoked, although the god was seen as being present and active in the 
planet. One thing could stand for another, and Livingstone suggests the 
principle of juxtaposing two pieces of information was so universal in 
Babylonian literature it could have influenced the thinking of scholars by 
philological and numerical, analogical and symbolic associations,100 and 
correspondence could be argued to be a natural consequence of these 
associations. 
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The Babylonians observed correlations between ‘celestial signs’ and 
terrestrial events without believing one caused the other or was fated, as it 
could be averted through ritual.101 Reports show gods actively intervening to 
avert disastrous omens as when an eclipse had occurred but was not visible 
from the capital: 

 
The great gods dwelling in the city of the king my lord, (caused) the 
sky to be overshadowed (with clouds and) did not allow the eclipse to 
become visible, saying: “Let the king know that this eclipse is not 
(directed) against the king and his country”.102 
 

In astral magic, ‘universal laws of sympathetic action and reaction are used 
by both gods and mankind’.103 Sympathetic action is also one of the bases of 
astrology.104 As the practice developed, each god and planet had an 
associated wood, metal, colour, number and image that a devotee would use 
to seek that god’s aid.105 This theurgy incorporating the animal, vegetable 
and mineral worlds is at the heart of magical amulets and astral magic106 and 
underpins astrological correspondence. Whilst Reiner insists that, despite 
striking similarities between Mesopotamian and Hellenistic magical practises, 
they are not the same,107 it can nevertheless be suggested that the process 
began with Mesopotamian Namburbi rituals, in which correspondences and 
sympathies between deities and objects and materials are utilized and the 
bags of ‘medicinal stones’ prescribed for patients.108 The practice may be 
even older as Postgate has identified cases in which substances such as 
stones were buried under a temple presumably to impart qualities to the 
building – an example of reverse correspondence as the temple would be 
dedicated to a god and the god would also be imbued with the powers of the 
stones.109 Reiner gives illustrations from ancient herbals and lapidiaries and, 
whilst herbs are not necessarily linked to planets or stars, they are named for 
gods and were allotted an astrologically propitious time for picking and 
administering, and were left under the stars before use.110 

 
Reiner argues that in haruscopy, liver divination,111 correspondence between 
terrestrial and celestial phenomena could and must be established, and she 
points to the Enuma Anu Enlil, an early text, as interrelation of celestial 
portents and liver omens.112 Using a poorly preserved text from the Selucid 
period, she then identifies elaboration of stellar influences on configurations 
that livers exhibited, pointing out this could illustrate wide-ranging cross 
currents in the Hellenistic Near East.113  

 
The Iqqur Ipus, for instance, combines a god, a month and a constellation 
with parts of the liver and gallbladder: 

 
The gallbladder is Anu, month VII, Libra… 
The ‘gate of the palace’ is Ninegal, Month V, Regulus (i.e.Leo)… 
The ‘sweet mouth’ is Nusku, Month III (in lieu of Gemini)… 
The finger… month VII, Goat star (in lieu of Capricorn) 114 
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Some of these equate with modern correspondences: Gemini is associated 
with speech, the palace (as abode of the king) with Leo, and, in one ‘modern’ 
view, the middle finger is Saturnine and Capricornian.115 
  
Additional correspondences found in the present day can be identified in 
Babylonian literature (see Appendix 1). According to Bottero, gods were 
assigned numbers and other symbolism as ‘an authentic deepening of the 
representation of the divine’,116 and mythological and mystical Assyrian texts 
had a basic rationale that ‘plants, minerals and woods can be associated with 
deities and cultic, astrological and other matters.’117 Trees, plants and stones 
were associated with zodiacal signs in late Babylonian texts with animals and 
cities sometimes added.118 Reiner opines elsewhere that metals and stones 
were not allocated until Hellenistic times, allowing incorporation of Hermetic 
material. Notwithstanding, Livingstone gives an early list of Mesopotamian 
metallic associations with gods, quoting a link between Samas and gold, a 
correspondence acknowledged today119 and Postgate suggests that 
recognition of inherent qualities of stones may go back to pre-literate 
times.120 
  
In an early Mesopotamian herbal, kidney complaints are attributed to Mars, 
an association Ptolemy carries forward and which still abides.121 Gypsum is 
listed in a ritual for curing a sick man: ‘the gypsum is Ninurta’,122 a 
correspondence that does not stand nowadays as gypsum is associated with 
Aries, although gypsum is said to encourage strong bones and elasticity of 
skin and tissue, qualities associated with Saturn.123 The Babylonians called 
Heliotrope ‘flower of Samas’ as it faced the setting sun and this plant is still 
affiliated with the sun.124 Similarly, an unidentifiable plant is referred to as 
‘Ninurta’s aromatic’ and Saturn is still associated with ‘plants with a fetid 
odour’,125 a less convincing correlation without knowing the actual plant. 
Haematite, a particularly dense and hard stone, was used for weights as 
early as 2000BCE and Ninurta gives it the destiny of being a stone of justice 
so that ‘he who holds it will speak justice’.126 It is still a stone associated with 
Aquarius, ruled by Saturn, a sign associated with social justice. 

 
In Hellenistic Valens, Saturn has authority over lead and stones, and the 
earth.127 Fragments of Sumerian myth, the Lugale, survive telling how the 
stones of the earth were hostile to Ninurta (Saturn), who was forced to battle 
with them.128 After their defeat, he doled out their fates. Chalcedony was 
forever to be carved and split by chisels. Marble had the privilege of use for 
building temples. Flint was fated eternally to be flaked.129 Twenty (or up to 
forty nine depending on different sources) minerals were listed under control 
of Ninurta including magnetite, today a stone belonging to Capricorn (ruled 
by Saturn). In Mesopotamia magnetite was a ‘stone of truthfulness’, the man 
who wore it had to be pious and speak truth, qualities still associated with 
Capricorn.130 It also had the power of sexual attraction131 and is still 
recommended for this purpose today by crystal therapists. Baigent suggests 
the Lugale myth is the source for later astrological attribution.132 In a modern 
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textbook, Saturn rules mines, mining, coal, lead and foundations of 
buildings.133 In Mesopotamia Ninurta was ‘the net of the gods’ suggesting 
contemporary association with boundaries and restrictions.134 Ninurta, also 
called ‘the Steady One’,135 provided omens concerning the king and ruled 
truth and justice along with law and order.136 Anciently symbolising the king 
in his role as governor and ruler, in modern mundane astrology Saturn is 
associated with the ‘foundations of the state’ and ‘the limits of socially or 
legally permissible conduct’.137  

 
In Mesopotamia the Chain and its correspondences could be argued to be a 
reciprocal process between gods and man. A Babylonian New Year ritual re-
enacted the creation victory of Marduk. Constantly retelling the story upheld 
the orderly cosmos, re-involved the gods in ‘potent truth’, and kept the 
seasons turning by reviving nature in the spring.138 As earth and heaven 
were not separate domains but complementary and equally important, 
omens could be found in events on earth just as in signs in the heavens, and 
events in one realm would affect the other:  

 
The signs in the sky, just as those on the earth, give us signals. 
A sign that portends evil in the sky is (also) evil on earth 
One that portends evil on earth is evil in the sky…139 
 

This reflects the astrological notion of correspondence in the Emerald Tablet. 
 

The author of the Diviner’s Manual points out that an omen’s validity depends 
on the month and hour as otherwise it is not confirmed. Whilst Oppenheim 
opines that this particular systematic linking of the omen catalogue to time 
criteria is an original contribution to the omen literature, lack of evidence of 
prior connection does not constitute proof.140 He also states the author was 
at pains to preserve an earlier tradition, the catalogue of terrestrial omens in 
the Diviner’s Manual does not appear within the corpus of published omens 
but there are parallels within celestial omens.141 What is clear is that 
confirmation of the omen has to be sought and, if found, the seed potential 
has already been sown: 

 
When you look up a sign (in these omen collections) be it one in the 
sky or one on earth and if that sign’s evil portent is confirmed then it 
has indeed occurred with regard to you, in reference to an enemy or to 
a disease or to a famine.142 
 

Certain aspects of Babylonian astrology were preserved in Hellenistic texts 
and there was a comprehensive association of planetary attributes with 
herbs, trees, places, stones, et al, although late texts could also be 
incorporating hermetic wisdom. Valens claims that the notion of colours 
being allocated to planets is an ancient one although he does not cite a 
source: 
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[They made] Kronos [Saturn] dark since it is a sign of time (for the 
god is slow); hence the Babylonians also named it Phainon since all 
things become manifest in time.143 … the star of Zeus [Jupiter] bright, 
for, it is a bestower of life and good things. The star of Ares [Mars], 
tawny-orange, for the god is fiery and sharp and effective... The Sun, 
most transparent, through the pure and eternal light in him. Aphrodite 
[Venus], multi-coloured in body … And they made the star of Hermes 
[Mercury] pale-yellow resembling bile.144 
 

According to Baigent, the Victorian archaeologist, Rawlinson excavated Nabu 
at Borsippa, a seven stage ziggurat.145 Cosmology made manifest, a ziggurat 
was: ‘a meeting place between heaven and earth, where the gods could 
converse with men’. According to Jacobsen, the first ziggurat was believed to 
have been constructed by the gods. Each stage of the Nabu ziggurat was 
coloured differently Two Sabean cylinders previously found by Rawlinson 
recorded that a ‘temple was dedicated to ‘the planets of the seven spheres’ 
also called ‘the stages of the seven spheres’,’ leading Rawlinson to believe 
that the Babylonians were recreating ‘heaven’ on earth. Their planetary order 
was Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury and Moon. Rawlinson’s 
suggestion was that the first stage, coated in black pitch was dedicated to 
Saturn; the second, red-brown bricks, to Jupiter; the third, brighter red, to 
Mars; the fourth to the Sun and the fifth, yellow, to Venus; the sixth, vitrified 
blue, to Mercury; and the seventh to the Moon. He hypothesised the Sun-
stage was originally covered in gold and Moon-stage in silver. Two colours, 
black and fiery red, accord with Valen’s attribution, the remainder do not. 
Baigent describes it as theurgy, talismanic magic, magnifying power from 
above and ‘affecting, directly and profoundly’ anyone worshipping in the 
temple. The Sabeans were a religious group based in Harran on the route 
from Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean during the 6th to 10th centuries C.E 
who preserved Babylonian star lore which then found its way into Arabic 
astrology. Colours assigned to the first, third and sixth sphere of the Sabean 
planetary system were ‘colours which appertained to the planets Saturn, 
Mars and Mercury, by whom those spheres were respectively ruled’. It may 
well be that here the Harrans were preserving a much earlier Mesopotamian 
use of correspondence and the Chain of Being. 
 
Some modern astrological correspondences therefore may well be remnants 
of Mesopotamian gods, star, constellation and planetary affinities that 
became incorporated into Hellenistic and Arabic astrology. 

 
Conclusion 
 
Parpola states that nowadays the east-to-west direction of Mesopotamian 
influence on Hellenist culture is easy to document, its origins being traceable 
to the third millennium BCE and earlier. He has no doubt that its symbolism 
and imagery had a profound effect on Hellenist thought.146 After extensive 
research, Kasak and Veede opine that ‘much of our current culture’ is 
inherited from Mesopotamia and that attributes of planetary gods were 
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carried into Greece and Rome.147 Whilst Frankfort states it is impossible to 
estimate the indebtedness of Greek culture to the Near East, he views it as a 
fruitful, not merely derivative, contact but says ‘what the Greeks borrowed 
they transmuted’.148  

 
Similarities remained, however. In Hellenic mystery rites a Greek, as with his 
Babylonian counterpart, directly participated in relationship with the divine in 
nature,149 and Hesiod uses the same creation scheme as the Epic of 
Creation.150 The Babylonian concept of man and nature embedded in and 
dependent on cosmic forces in a structure that reflects divine will,151 despite 
being essentially pluralistic, has echoes in the Plato and Manilius quotations 
at the commencement of this essay. The Greeks separated object and 
subject, adding reason and, in Plato’s case, soul to the mix; and eliminating 
divine personification as when Thales speaks of water rather than the 
paternal and maternal sweet and salt waters of Babylon as the first cause,152 
but the concept follows on, as does Parpola’s cosmic tree connecting heaven 
and earth and urging the soul towards perfection, the motivation behind the 
platonic chain.153  

 
Specific instances cannot be taken as evidence of generalities, but it can be 
said that the Mesopotamian constellation and planetary correspondences that 
arose out of their notion of kingship, ritual, mythology and the omen 
tradition contributed to a cultural milieu out of which Plato crafted the Chain 
of Being, Aristotle Harmonia, Stoics the doctrine of Cosmic Sympathy and 
astrologers concepts of correspondence, sympathy and rulership.154 The 
Chain of Being could well be rooted in the Gods of the Night and, if Parpola is 
correct, is symbolised in the cosmic tree. 

 
This world of ours has received and teems with living things, mortal 
and immortal. A visible living thing containing visible ones, perceptible 
god, image of the intelligible “Living Thing”, its grandness, goodness, 
beauty and perfection are unexcelled.  
     Plato, Timaeus155 
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Appendix 1 
 
Mesopotamian correspondences156 
 
Sun (Samas) Saturn (Ninutra) Venus (Inanna)  Jupiter (Marduk) 
Bright day Long day Lapis lazuli  Magic wand 
Myrrh 15th day War  Storms 
Tamarisk Slippery reed (finger) Alabaster  Bow 
Partridge Bronze pegs & bindings Rain  Net 
Cedar Gypsum The storehouse  Lordship 
Cat Rites and rituals Harlots  Dark-haired 
Juniper North wind Lighting fires  people 
Lion 50 (or 40) Extinguishing fires  Large food 
Fruit tree Spring thunderstorms Tears  portions 
Poplar Chalcedony Enmity  Incense 
Figs Marble Fair dealing  Sanctuaries 
Gold Lead Heartache  Mercy  
Bulrush Mines Beauty  50 
Boxthorn Magnetite Calamity  Magnanimity 
Oak  Agriculture Joy  Royalty 
Lettuce Flint Grief 
Applied Victory Evening star 
Pomegranate Vulture Morning star   
Fig Eagle Wantonness   
Grape Judicial matters 15    
Justice Fate and destiny Beauty 
Boundaries Wisdom Carnelian   
Heliotrope Esoteric lore     
Gold War     
20 Legal authority & bearing witness 
Judgement Justice    
    
     
  
 
Mars (Nergal) Mercury (Nabu) Moon (Sin) 
Plague Writing 30 
Famine Wisdom Understanding 
War 
Aggression 
Hostility 
Red 
Restlessness  
Blacksmithing 
Plough 
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Appendix II 
 
The Jewish Tree of Life 
 
According to Parpola, the Mesopotamian and Jewish kabbalistic trees could 
well arise from a common source, both of which potentially reflect the chain 
of being. A contemporary kabbalistic astrologer, Zev ben Shimon Halevi, 
describes a Ladder of Existence on which a hierarchy of levels of exists.157 At 
its head is the ‘World of Emanation Eternal’. ‘Out of the Eternal emerges 
Creation, Formation and Action, each lower World being governed by the 
laws of those above’.158 Within the physical world, according to Kabbalistic 
tradition, another ladder exists, that of ‘paired correspondences’: 

 
Macrocosm: above  Microcosm: below 
earth    elements 
nature    organic bodies 
moon    cell 
planets    molecules 
sun    atomic realm 
stellar world   sub-atomic materiality 

 
These correspondences underpin the physical world and ‘the nature of man, 
the microcosm who mimics the chain of interpenetrating Worlds in the four 
different levels of physical, psychological, spiritual and Divine experience that 
occupy the same location in Time and Space in a person’.159 For Halevi 
correspondence is ‘a chain of descending causes and effects’, the planets, 
luminaries and zodiac focussing a cosmic situation which is then manifested 
into the physical world’.160 Halevi stresses that the notion of free will - ‘a 
divine privilege’161 - was conferred because man was the final part of God’s 
creation and, therefore, complete in the image of the Creator, and containing 
all other previous creations and their experience (a view which reflects the 
notion of ‘perfect man’ found in Mesopotamia and Plato). As a result of this 
free will:  

 
Kabbalistic tradition says that everything we do contributes to one side 
or other of the celestial battle, that the human race alone has the 
ability to influence the cosmic balance from below. Thus a person can, 
because of an act of free will, individually affect the efforts of the 
angels and demons.162 
 

Therefore, whilst Rabbinic texts may suggest a causal chain or signs and 
portents, modern astrological Kabbalistic correspondence falls within the 
definition of astrological correspondence used in this essay. 
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Kabbalistic tree (after Halevi p.29) showing modern planetary correspondences. 
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1 Manilus, Astronomica 2.60-79. p. 332 cited in Georg Luck, Arcana.Mundi: Magic 
and the Occult in the Greek and Roman Worlds (Crucible/John Hopkins University 
Press, l987/1985) p. 333-45 Manilius was a stoic astrologer during the reigns of 
Augustus and Tiberius. 
2 Plato, ‘Timaeus’, Complete Works, John M. Cooper (editor) (Indianapolis and 
Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company, p.1997) [hereinafter Plato] pp.1236-7  
3 Frankfort, H.A. (trans) Maqla Text IV:111-119 and 151-152 p.132-133 in 
‘Mesopotamia’, Thorkild Jacobsen in Henri Frankfort H.A. Frankfort, John A. Wilson, 
Thorkild Jacobsen and William A. Irvin The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man 
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1977 edition) [hereinafter 
Frankfort and Jacobsen] pp.125-222. No date is given for the text. 
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Great_Chain_of_Being_2.png consulted 
10.11.06 
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5 Lovejoy, Arthur O. The Great Chain of Being, a study of the history of an idea (New 
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1936) [hereinafter Lovejoy] p.viiii  
6 Pingree, David, ‘Hellenophilia versus the History of Science’, Isis l992: 83:554-563  
7 Lloyd, G.E.R., ‘Greek Cosmologies’ pp.198-224 in Ancient Cosmologies, Carmen 
Blacker and Michael Loewe (eds) (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1998) p.225. 
8 Plato p.1230  
9 Parpola, Simo, ‘The Mesopotamian Soul of Western Culture’, lecture November 1, 
2000 at Harvard University 
http://www.bethsuryoyo.com/currentevents/simolecture/lecture.html pp.30-33 
[hereinafter Parpola 2000] consulted 3.12.2006 
10 Baigent, Michael, From the Omens of Babylon: Astrology and Ancient Mesopotamia 
(London: Arkana, 1994) [hereinafter Baigent] p.91 
11 Black, Jeremy and Anthony Green, An Illustrated Dictionary Gods, Demons and 
Symbols of Ancient Mesopotamia (London: The British Museum Press 1992) p.7-9 
12 Lovejoy p.5 and c/f Paropola 2000. 
13 Jacobsen, Thorkild The Treasures of Darkness, A History of Mesopotamian Religion 
(New Haven and London: Yale University, 1976) [hereinafter Jacobsen] p.19. It is in 
art that the most ancient concepts survive. 
14 In this essay the words Mesopotamian and Babylonian will be used 
interchangeably and will include literature and art of Akkadian, Sumerian and 
Assyrian origin. 
15 Jacobsen p.20 
16 The Gods of the Night is a Mesopotamian name for the stars, planets and 
constellations, Reiner, Erica, Astral Magic in Babylonia (Diane Publishing Co., 1998) 
[hereinafter Reiner] p.1 
17 Gettings Fred, Dictionary of Astrology (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul 1985) 
[hereinafter Gettings] p.316 
18 See Gettings p.316 
19 c/f Gettings, p.80 and see 
http://www.astrozero.co.uk/articles/Correspondence.htm consulted 10.11.06. 
20 Gettings, p.274 and 299 
21 Bills, The Rulership Book, (Richmond Virginia: Macoy Publishing & Mason Supply 
Co. Inc 1971) [hereinafter Bills] p. v, 
22 Hall, Judy The Astrology Bible (London: Godsfield Press, 2005) p.83 
23 See Jacobsen p.56ff 
24 Dates were a symbol of Dumuzi and the birth-death-rebirth cycle, see Reiner and 
Jacobsen p.37. Enn Kasak and Raul Veede ‘Understanding Planets in Ancient 
Mesopotamia’, Folklore Vol.l6 2001 on 
http://haldjas.folklore.eelfolklore/vol.l6/planets.pdf  pp.7-32 [hereinafter Kasak and 
Veede] link Dumuzi to an early form of Marduk (Jupiter) p.22 
25 Jacobsen p.34 
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26 Jacobsen p.36-37 
27 See Melody, , Love is in the Earth (Wheat Ridge, CO: Earth Love Publishing House, 
l995) [hereinafter Melody] p.369-370  
28 Jacobsen p.39 
29 Taub, Libra Chaia, Ptolemy’s Universe (Chicago and Illinois: Open Court, l993) 
p.123-129. 
30 See Moneer, Cherie, ‘The Assyrian Concept of God’ 
http://www.zyworld.com/Assyrian/Assyrian%20secard%tree%20of%life.htm 
consulted 3.12.2006 
31 Enuma elis, Parpola’s translation, Parpola p.191 
32  Frankfort and Jacobsen p.156-160 
33 Frankfort and Jacobsen p.5-7 and p.131ff. 
34 Frankfort and Jacobsen p132-133 
35 Frankfort and Jacobsen p.149.  Parpola, ‘The Assyrian Tree of Life: Tracing the 
Origins of Jewish Monotheism and Greek Philosophy’, Journal of Near Eastern 
Studies, Vol.52, No.3 (July.1993) [hereinafter Parpola 1993] p.184-187. 
36 Baigent p.41 
37 Frankfort pp.215-241 
38 c/f Baigent and Frankfort and Jacobsen p.130 
39 Livingstone, Alasdair, Mystical and Mythological Works of Assyrian and Babylonian 
Scholars (Oxford: Clarendon Press l986) [hereinafter Livingstone] p.l69 
40 Baigent p.82 
41 Bottero, Jean, Religion in Ancient Mesopotamia, Teresa Lavender Fagan (trans) 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004 edition) [hereinafter Bottero] pp.68-70  
42 Frankfort, Henri Kingship and the Gods (Chicago & London: University of Chicago 
Press 1978) [hereinafter Frankfort] p.217 and see Thorkild Jacobsen, ‘Sumerian 
Mythology: A Review Article’, Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Vol.5, No.2 
(April.1946) pp.128-152 [hereinafter Jacobson 1946] pp.134-136 
43 dated by Bottero to not later than 1200 B.C.E and Jacobsen to the latter half of the 
second millennium. 
44 Bottero p.79 
45 Bottero, p.34 
46 Dated to early second millennium B.C.E, Bottero p.85 
47 The Epic of Creation, in Bottero p.80 
48 Jacobsen p.235, and Livingstone p.101  
49 Frankfort and Jacobsen pp.132-133 
50 Frankfort and Jacobsen pp.12-13. 
51 Frankfort p.239 and 263ff. 
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52 early second millennium BCE. Baigent p.17 citing W.G. Lambert and A.R Millard, 
Atra-Hasis, The Babylonian Story of the Flood (Oxford: 1969 not publisher given) 
p.59 
53 Jacobsen p.181 and pp.118-119 
54 Frankfort p.278 
55 see Frankfort 269, 280 and Jacobsen p.5 
56 Livingstone p.71 and p.l74 CBS 6060 and duplicate lists. See Nicholas Postgate 
‘Mespotamian Petrology: Stages in the Classification of the Material World’, 
Cambridge Archeological Journal 7:2, l997, [hereinafter Postgate] p.218-219 for the 
latter attribution which Postgate suggests may have influenced Hellenistic thought 
although this is by no means certain and has not yet been fully pursued by scholars. 
57 Jacobsen p.85 and see Livingstone pp.70-91 
58 Bottero p.68 
59 Livingstone 85 and see Frankfort and Jacobsen. 
60 Baigent p.80 
61  Black, Jeremy and Anthony Green, An Illustrated Dictionary Gods, Demons and 
Symbols of Ancient Mesopotamia (London: The British Museum Press 1992) p.16-18 
62 c/f Frankfort and Jacobsen p.125ff. The Enuma Elish is a second millennium text 
63 Jacobsen p.182, 
64 Frankfort p.242 
65 Jacobsen l91 
66 Black and Green p.9 and see Loveljoy p.17 
67 Frankfort and Jacobsen p.7-13 
68 Opinions differ as to the exact meaning of the star-like symbols as it is not the 
usual sun symbolism. Frankfort sees it as ‘the great gods’ (Frankfort p.225) 
69 Parvola 2000 p.31 
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